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ABSTRACT

Gaming addiction has become a pressing concern in modern Singapore

especially with the current pandemic where students spend more time at home and

turn to gaming to destress. Project Time2Stop provides an array of extensive

resources ranging from videos and workshops to programmes aimed at raising

awareness on gaming addiction and leading students to moderate their game time.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rationale

Gaming addiction, also known as gaming disorder, or internet gaming disorder

is the compulsive urge to use video games for prolonged periods of time so that it

takes priority over other more important life processes and relationships.

In 2018, The World Health Organisation recognised gaming addiction as “a

pattern of gaming behavior characterized by impaired control over gaming,

increasing priority given to gaming over other activities to the extent that gaming

takes precedence over other interests and daily activities, and continuation or

escalation of gaming despite the occurrence of negative consequences”.

Millions of people around the globe have made gaming a daily habit and

Singaporean high school students are not exempt from this threat. In fact, studies

show that Singaporean teens spend more time gaming than their American

counterparts, 20 and 13 hours respectively (Tan Wei Zhen, 2011).
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1.2 Objectives

Project Time2Stop aims to

●  Increase awareness of gaming addiction and its causes and

symptoms

●  Provide suitable alternatives for gaming

● Lead students to moderate their game time

1.3 Target Audience

Our target audiences are Singaporean teens aged 13-16.

1.4 Resources

The resources created for this project were:

1) Project Time2Stop Website
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2) Programme: Voyage. Discover. Revise.

The First Step: Voyage

The first week of the programme gets students to stop and realise how long

they actually spend on games and gaming videos a day through requesting students

to take a snapshot of their daily screen time and sending it to us.

The Next Step: Discover

In the second week, the students were sent daily emails with interesting

articles about gaming addiction to capture the attention of students. At the end of the

week, the team introduced the students to our website.

The Final Step: Revise

After two weeks of self-evaluation, some of the students have managed to

moderate their screen time. In the third week, they will be renewing their approach

towards gaming. For those who still struggled to do so, we sent them screentime

restrictor recommendations.
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3) Project Time2Stop Instagram

4)  YouTube video on gaming addiction
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https://www.instagram.com/project_time2stop/
https://www.instagram.com/projectsugarrush/
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5) Interview with Touch Community Services
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6) Workshop on Python Programing

Description:
The workshop aims to teach students on Python programming so that they can find

interests in the subject and spend their screen time on learning how to code rather

than gaming.
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Why coding?

It can give us new perspective to problem-solving (promote logical thinking):

● “Learning to code has the inadvertent effect of teaching you how to think,”

says Adrian Degus, CEO of Nuvro. (Meinke, 2020)

It will also improve your structural thinking when learning to code

● When coding, we can learn to build something large out of many small pieces

put together. This will help you in other parts of your life where you are able to

understand the bigger picture when given a task with many small parts.

(Chontelle Bonfiglio, 2018)

“I would rather concentrate on activities that would revolve around using screens or

being on devices to help as alternatives to gaming.” (Ms Will Fong, TOUCH

Community Service)
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7) Time2Stop Challenge
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2 REVIEW

The Science behind the Addiction

● The process of gaming targets the brain’s reward system and releases

dopamine

● Creates “Gaming = Reward”  concept

● Over time, less dopamine is released leading to the brain craving for more

(Online Psychology Degrees, 2021)

Effects of Gaming Addiction

● Increased aggressive thoughts and aggressive behaviors

● Increased risk of light-induced seizures, musculoskeletal disorders of the

upper extremities and increased metabolic rate

● Reduced pro-social (cooperative) behaviors in social interactions

(Hartney & Daniel B. Block, MD, 2020)

Relevance of Gaming Addiction

● In 2010, the National Institute of Education (NIE) conducted a study on

pathological gaming rates in Singapore and they discovered an 8.7%

prevalence rate. Touch Youth Intervention, a division of Touch Community

Services, reported local game dependency rates close to 11%, based on their

internal findings. Recently, the COMEBACK Game Dependency Test revealed

a game dependency prevalence rate of 19.4% in October 2020.

● Market research firm Statistica estimates that Singapore has around 1.1

million online gamers who will spend some US$97 million on video games this

year.

● Singaporean gamers spend the  most average time in Asia on gaming during
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weekends, which is 7.44 hrs. (Trevor Tan, 2019)

● A case study of a teenager Royden Lim, who  spent 10 hours a day gaming at

the expense of his family ties. This neglected and cold relationship often led to

arguments with his parents, with him questioning his parents' love for him.

(Choo, 2019)

● Mr Lim, 35, a school counsellor with Jurong West Secondary expressed that

he had seen students turning violent against their parents when their devices

were confiscated as a result of gaming addiction. (Wong, 2019)
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3 METHODOLOGY

3.1 Needs Analysis

A survey was conducted to find out more about students’ screen time habits. Of 58

students from various schools polled in the survey, 51% said they spent more than 2

hours a day on video games during weekdays and on weekends 75.2% of the

students spent more than 2 hours a day on video games with 20% spending more

than 4 hours on video games. Moreover, 61% of respondents expressed that they

thought moderate gaming times should be 2-3 hours, which is above the

recommended level of 2 hours and 52.2% said that gaming has affected their

studies. The survey results have clearly shown a need for educating students

through better and more suitable resources so they can moderate their gaming time

and cultivate better habits.
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3.2 Development of Resources

Extensive research was done through readings of various literature from the internet,

and an interview conducted with Ms Will Fong, from Touch Community Service, to

collect a richer source of information and advice on Gaming Addiction. Photographs

were also taken to provide visual impact for the resources and together with the

information collated, we created an informative video, organised a mini programme

(Discover. Voyage. Revise), an Instagram page and a website with interactive

elements like a Python workshop to aim them in moderating gaming.

3.3 Pilot Test
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Pilot test of Voyage. Discover. Revise

At the end of the three-week programme, we compared the average game

time each week of the participants. Overall, among the participants, there was a

significant decrease in their game time of up to 64%.

We also collected regular feedback from the participants during the

programme and at the end of the programme. Based on the feedback received, we

collected their phone numbers and gave them regular reminders via Whatsapp

instead of email from the second week onwards. At the end, we received positive

feedback where the majority of the participants appreciated the regular reminders

and content.

Lastly, we also interviewed one of the positive cases: Justin Tan.
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Pilot Test 1 for our website:
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There were some areas for improvement like adding more colour and interaction in

the website and activities for our workshop as requested by the respondents and

also some good feedback. As such, we incorporated their suggestions and improved

our website and workshop accordingly. For example, adding a 2D game

programming activity for the workshop.

Picture of the game we taught them how to program.
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Pilot Test 2 for our website:

92% agreed that the website is informative, an improvement of 8%
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92% agreed that the website is attractive and professional.

92% agreed that the website is Relevant, an improvement of 9%.
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92% has gained an insight on gaming addiction, an improvement of 9%

88% found the workshop effective, an improvement of 6%
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Overall, there was an increase in the satisfaction level and aesthetics of the resource

created. As such, we can conclude that the resource is useful for the users.

4 OUTCOME & DISCUSSION

In our programme, all the 6 participants, who are part of the original 18, had

lowered their gaming time usage by more than 50% and the positive pilot tests

indicate that our resources have been useful.

Inevitably, there were many constraints and restrictions such as COVID-19,

cancelling of physical activities etc. Such restrictions limit the effectiveness of our

program but nonetheless we tried to make the online ones as interactive and

meaningful for the students.

Moving forward, we hope to improve by reaching out to a larger student

population and include more participants in our programme. Lastly, post-covid, we

hope to be able to carry out our workshops physically and create physical board

games for the students to play with.

5 CONCLUSION

In this project, we have reached out to the students and led them to start

practicing the right gaming habits from young. Just like the name of our programme,

we have embarked on a voyage together through the rough waters of our gaming

habits, walked through a path of self-discovery and revised our approach towards

the looming enemy -- gaming addiction.

All in all, this has been a tough albeit insightful year for us and we have

gained invaluable experience and knowledge on not only the pressing issue of

gaming addiction but also presentation, research, website coding and countless

more hard and soft skills. It has emphasized the importance of having the will and
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drive to push through and persevere.  Lastly, it also opened our eyes towards the

power of influence students can have in improving our society if they put their heart

and mind into it.
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